MEDIA ADVISORY
"Experiences Canada 150&Me" welcomes Hailey and Bree
Hollinsworth, sisters and co-founders of Ungalli Clothing
Company, to speak about consciousness for the environmental
and sustainable future and be “Human Books” at the mini "Human Library" at Montreal
Youth Forum "Canada’s Place in the World", April 11 and April 12, 2017, Montreal, PQ.
"Experiences Canada 150&Me" is a "once in-a-lifetime" national youth contest, travel
exchange and series of regional youth forums to celebrate Canada’s 150th birthday in 2017.
Youth between the ages of 14-19 are being invited to share their ideas and lead a national
conversation about "what is the greatest challenge or opportunity facing Canada for their
generation?"
Thunder Bay’s Hailey and Bree Hollinsworth have been invited to speak in front of emerging
leaders about consciousness for the environmental and sustainable future. The next day, Hailey
and Bree will be “Human Books” in the mini “Human Library” with participants. The Canadian
sisters are committed to sharing their story and helping to inspire youth to fight for what matters
most to them.
WHAT: Montreal Youth Forum " Canada’s Place in the World" "Experiences Canada 150 &
ME" Montreal Youth Forum Canada's Place in the World
WHO: Hailey Hollinsworth – Co-Founder and Head of Sales at Ungalli Clothing Co. &
Bree Hollinsworth- Co-Founder and Head of Internal Operations at Ungalli Clothing Co.
WHEN:
Panel Discussion
Tuesday April 11, 2017 1:00 – 2:00 PM ET

“Human Library”
Wednesday April 12, 2017 10:00 AM -12:00 PM ET

WHERE: Centre Des Sciences De Montréal- Telus, 2 Rue de la Commune Ouest
Montreal, QC H2Y 4B2
Interview Opportunities available upon request:
Contact: Bridget Hoffer - bridget@marigoldpr.com

(416) 574-3675

About Ungalli Clothing Co: Ungalli is a Canadian sustainable clothing company that is fiercely
committed to bringing awareness to sustainable fashion while creating a new ethical style
standard.
About Experiences Canada 150&Me: Experiences Canada 150&Me is a unique multidestination youth event and series of regional forums for young people between the ages of 14
and 19, to be held across Canada over a three-month period culminating in Ottawa the week
before Canada Day.

